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Abstract
A newly described heterodimeric cytokine, interleukin-23 (IL-23) is emerging as a key player in both the

innate and the adaptive T helper (Th)17 driven immune response as well as an initiator of several auto-
immune diseases. The rate-limiting element of IL-23 production is believed to be driven by expression
of the unique p19 subunit encoded by IL23A. We set out to perform comprehensive DNA sequencing
of this previously under-studied gene in 96 individuals from two evolutionary distinct human population
groups, Southern African Bantu and European. We observed a total of 33 different DNA variants within
these two groups, 22 (67%) of which are currently not reported in any available database. We further
demonstrate both inter-population and intra-species sequence conservation within the coding and
known regulatory regions of IL23A, supporting a critical physiological role for IL-23. We conclude that
IL23A may have undergone positive selection pressure directed towards conservation, suggesting that
functional genetic variants within IL23A will have a significant impact on the host immune response.
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Interleukin (IL)-23 is a heterodimeric cytokine, com-
prised of a p40 subunit, which is common with IL-
12, and a unique p19 subunit. Despite structural
similarities between IL-12 and IL-23, they have
vastly different immunological roles. The IL-23
complex is primarily secreted by monocyte-derived
dendritic cells and macrophages1 and is reported to
play a critical role in survival of T helper (Th)17
cells and possibly the formation of Th17 memory
cells.2 Th17 cells have been implicated in resistance
to fungal and extracellular bacterial pathogens as
well as induction of various types of organ specific
autoimmunity.3 In addition to the potential role in
adaptive immunity, recent reviews have described
IL-23 as being ‘primitive in origin’ and have proposed
a primary role in the evolutionary older innate
immune system,4 particularly in mediating

inflammatory attacks against pathogens of the intes-
tine.5–9 Such pleiotropic cytokines may prove useful
in determining an evolutionary link between the
innate and adaptive immune pathways. Consistent
with the innate immune system evolving prior to
the adaptive immune response, it is reasonable to
assume that molecules involved in this system may
have evolved more rapidly and be genetically con-
served across a broad spectrum of evolutionary
distant species.

Since the discovery of IL-23, investigators have
queried previous reports that target the shared p40
subunit to implicate IL-12 in several common auto-
immune diseases.10–12 Subsequent studies have
described a role for IL-23 (and in some instances
exonerated IL-12) in the pathogenesis of many of
these diseases.5–9
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The gene responsible for encoding the unique IL-23
p19 protein, later termed IL23A, was first described
by Oppmann et al.1 It is generally believed that the
rate-limiting step of IL-23 production is expression
of the p19 transcript.13 In light of the important
role, IL-23 plays in both the innate and the adaptive
immune response reportedly by enhancing the pro-
duction of IL-17,14 it is within reason to hypothesize
that regulation of IL23A expression, and therefore
genetic variants within this gene, may be critical in
determining the host immune response, as well as
the development of autoimmune disease.

In this study, we determine the extent of IL23A
sequence variation in two ethnically distinct human
populations, including 48 Europeans from Australia
and 48 Bantu from Southern Africa. Participants were

randomly selected, with no known disease status. Our
linguistically mixed Southern African Bantu population
(including Xhosa, Tswana and Sotho) more closely rep-
resents the origin of anatomically modern humans.15

We use the observed mutational spectrum and intra-
species comparisons to determine the degree of evol-
utionary conservation and make predictions regarding
functional implications.

Direct Sanger sequence analysis of IL23A (including
�2.9 kb 50 and 1.9 kb 30 of the transcription start and
stop sites, respectively) in each of the two human popu-
lations, revealed a total of 33 different DNA variants
present within the 6.36-kb region screened. All DNA
variants underwent dual independent observations
either as a result of bidirectional sequence validation
and/or locality in overlapping fragments. With the

Table 1. Variant distribution of human IL23A in 96 individuals of Bantu and European ancestry

Population RS number (if known) Gene position Variant ID Variant frequency
(n/48 samples)

Heterozygous Homozygous

Bantu (n ¼ 48) Promoter 23009G.T 3 0
Promoter 22186C.T 1 0
Promoter 22572A.Ga 7 1
Promoter 22493T.G 2 0
Promoter 22192C.Ta 7 1
Promoter 21982C.T 3 0

rs11835054 Promoter 21774C.G 10 0
rs73324334 Promoter 21752C.G 20 18

Promoter 21538G.Ta 7 1
Promoter 21316C.T 3 0
Promoter 21263C.T 1 0

rs11465743 Promoter 2914C.T 3 0
Promoter 2854A.G 1 0

rs59094153 Promoter 2204A.G 3 0
50UTR/exon 1 242G.A 1 0

rs11465744 50UTR/exon 1 235G.A 2 0
Exon 4 955A.G (Pro155Pro) 2 0
Downstream 1792T.C 3 0

rs11575253 Downstream 1945G.A 1 0
Downstream 2136G.A 3 0

rs7977692 Downstream 2421A.G 29 7
Downstream 3010T.G 1 0
Downstream 3176C.T 1 0

European (n ¼ 48) Promoter 22799C.T 1 0
Promoter 22730T.C 1 0

rs73131077 Promoter 22142G.A 1 0
Promoter 21956G.C 2 0

rs73324334 Promoter 21752C.Gb 5 0
Promoter 21527T.C 1 0
Promoter 21517T.C 1 0
50UTR/Exon 1 2138G.A 1 0

rs11171806 Exon 3 703G.A (Ser106Ser)b 5 0
rs11575254 Downstream 1863C.T 1 0
rs11575248 Downstream 3162G.Tb 5 0

Variants within a 6357-bp IL23A region were identified in both Bantu and Europeans for 48 individuals each, using direct
Sanger sequencing (primer information and amplification conditions for the 10 overlapping fragments available upon
request).
aVariants in complete LD within the Bantu population.
bVariants in complete LD within the European population.
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exception of one variant at 21752 bp from the trans-
lation start site (21752C.G; rs73324334), all var-
iants observed were population specific (Table 1). The
obvious distinction between variants in the two
groups is important to note for investigating diseases
with a strong correlation to ethnicity, particularly in
this case, autoimmune-related diseases.16–18

In addition to demonstrating the ethnic uniqueness
of IL23A, we also highlight the limited genetic analysis
of this gene to date. A total of 23 different genetic var-
iants were identified in the Bantu, 16 (70%) of which
had not previously been reported. Novel variants were
also observed in the European population, and rep-
resented 7 (64%) of the 11 variants observed in this
group. The increased observation of novel variation
in the Southern African Bantu population collective
can be explained by the exclusion of this largely
diverse population grouping from current whole
genome sequencing efforts defining current SNP data-
base content. A recent report defines the Xhosa
Bantu-speaking Southern Africans as genetically dis-
tinct from the peoples of Western African Yoruba.19

Haplotype predictive tools are not only important
for identifying tag single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs; relevant for disease association studies), but
also for investigating the rate of gene evolution. As a
result of population-specific variant distribution,
linkage disequilibrium (LD) and haplotype analysis
were performed on each the Bantu and European
groups separately. Pairwise LD analysis on the Bantu
samples, predicted a single haplotype block encom-
passing a 1-kb region towards the 50 end of the
gene, which showed strong LD between four

variants, 22572A.G, 22192C.T, 21982C.T and
21538G.A (Fig. 1A). Three different combinations
were predicted with the wild-type haplotype rep-
resented in 90.6% of the population (Fig. 1A).
Overall, there were 25 allelic combinations predicted
for the 23 variants identified in the Bantu
(Supplementary Table S1). In Europeans, a single hap-
lotype block within a 4-kb region towards the 30 end
of the gene was determined, including three variants
in complete LD, 21752C.G (rs73324334),
703G.A (rs11171806, Ser106Ser) and 3162G.T
(rs11575248) (Fig. 1B). The wild-type alleles were
predicted to represent 94.8% of haplotypes (Fig. 1B).
Frequency calculations for all 10 haplotype combi-
nations identified in the Europeans demonstrate a
high level of conservation within this group, with
the wild-type alleles present in 85.4% of individuals
(Supplementary Table S1). In accordance with
genetic evolutionary data, the Southern African
Bantu populations are among the genetically oldest
populations in the world in comparison to the rela-
tively young European populations,20 thus the evol-
utionary time-line allows for more genetic variation
(as depicted in this study) as well as more recombina-
tion events to have occurred. Although only a single
haplotype block is depicted in each population
(Fig. 1), the genetic distance within the Bantu haplo-
type (1 kb) is 4-fold smaller than the European haplo-
type block (4 kb). The importance of the identified
variants and haplotypes in disease susceptibility
studies would require further validation.

The majority of the 33 variants identified in this
study occur outside the transcribed gene region. Of

Figure 1. Pairwise LD plots and haplotype combinations of Bantu (A) and European (B) variants. (A) Variants 2572A.G, 2192C.T,
1982C.T and 1538G.T show strong LD within a 1-kb block in the Bantu population. Predicted haplotype frequencies for block 1
variants, depict the most common haplotype present in over 90% of the Bantu sequenced. (B) Variants 1752C.G, 703G.A and
3162G.T show strong LD within a 4-kb block in the Europeans. Predicted haplotype frequencies for block 1 reveal the most
common haplotype is present in close to 95% of the Europeans sequenced. LD and haplotype information was generated using
Haploview v4.1.
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the five (15.6%) variants within the transcribed
region, two are coding (both synonymous), and
three occur in the 50 untranslated region (UTR) of
exon 1. Similarly, of the 21 SNPs described on one
or both EntrezSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
snp/) and SNPper (http://snpper.chip.org) SNP data-
bases (nine of which are reported in this study),
only four are located within the transcribed region
of IL23A, three synonymous and one intronic. Only
one of these previously reported transcribed SNPs
was identified in our study. We conclude that the
amino acid coding region of IL23A is highly conserved
not only in the recently migrated (out of Africa)
European population, but also the genetically diverse
Southern African Bantu. Genomic regions, which
exhibit a high degree of conservation, beyond
neutral expectations, are often reported as having
important functional roles.21 It may further be postu-
lated that variants which might affect the function of
IL23A may be found in the regulatory regions, rather
than coding regions of this gene. A recent study, which
used a genome wide scan to identify psoriasis suscep-
tibility loci in a European cohort, was the first to impli-
cate a genetic variant within the IL23A locus to
autoimmune disease susceptibility.22 This variant,
rs2066808, is located 3.7 kb 30 of IL23A (not
within the 6.4-kb region of our analysis); however,
any functional effect of this variant remains to be
elucidated.

In this study, a total of 20 variants were observed 50

of the transcription start site. Initially, we assessed
whether the variants we observed were located
within known transcription factor binding sites
(TFBSs), namely NF-kB, ATF-2 and SMAD-3.23,24 We
observed, no variants within these published sites.
Assessing the entire 50 region using MatInspector
(Genomatix) for the wild-type and variant promoter
sequences for known IL23A TFBSs NF-kB, ATF-2,
SMAD-3 and Stat3,25 no difference in transcription
factor binding was predicted. Lack of direct impact
on protein function or transcriptional activity is sug-
gestive that IL23A variation defined in this study
may be as a direct result of neutral contribution and
that functionally important variants would have
undergone selection pressure as a result of reduced
fitness. Concluding that the regulatory region of
IL23A is highly conserved is in concordance with the
proposed hypothesis of conservation of regulatory
regions of genes involved in highly complex, adaptive
physiological processes.26 As such genes are often
not constitutively expressed, regulatory regions are
considered more fundamental to maintaining an ade-
quate response.

To determine the level of evolutionary conservation
of IL23A, we performed sequence alignment of the
transcribed region across the current content of

vertebrates within the UCSC Genome Browser (http
://genome.ucsc.edu). Comparisons revealed a high
level of genetic conservation within the coding region
of IL23A across all species presenting with a human
IL23A gene homolog (32 of 44) from the platypus to
the chimpanzee (Supplementary Fig. S1). Of note is
the large degree of conservation across the transcribed
region within the extended primate family.

To further investigate intra-species conservation,
the evolutionary relationship of IL23A between
several mammalian species was predicted using
Molecular Evolutionary Genetic Analysis version 4
(MEGA4) software.27 All publicly available (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) IL23A mRNA sequences,
including Homo sapien (Human, GenBank no.
NM_016584), Pan troglodytes (Chimpanzee,
XM_522436), Sus scrofa (Swine, NM_001130236),
Bos taurus (Bovine, XM_588269), Rattus norvegicus
(Norwegian rat, NM_130410) and Mus musculus
(common house mouse, NM_031252), were
aligned using ClustalW, and a phylogenetic tree was
constructed using the neighbour-joining and
maximum likelihood methods on the basis of
nucleotide differences (Fig. 2A). This analysis revealed
complete homology of the IL23A mRNA transcript
between humans and the closely related chimpanzee
indicating that in the estimated 5–7 million
years since evolutionary divergence of these two
species,28 the transcribed sequence of IL23A has
remained unaltered. In contrast, phylogenetic analy-
sis of the gene, which encodes the p40 subunit of IL-
23 and the binding partner of IL-23 p19, IL12B,
revealed some (although minor) evolutionary diver-
gence between the common transcript for both
humans and chimpanzees (Fig. 2B). Similarly, the
evolutionary distance between the human IL23A
mRNA sequence and that of the remaining species
was �2-fold less than that observed between the
human IL12B mRNA sequence and the alternative
species (Fig. 2A scale bar represents 0.01 base substi-
tutions per site compared with 0.02 in Fig. 2B).
These results further illustrate the exceptional
level of evolutionary conservation of IL23A com-
pared with another closely related member of this
cytokine family.

Genes that display limited intra- and inter-species
variation are thought to have undergone positive
selection pressure directed towards a functional con-
servation and may have played a pivotal role in
species evolution.28 Comparative genomics has
revealed some of the most rapidly evolving genes are
involved in reproduction and immune defense path-
ways.21 Genes which encode proteins with antibacter-
ial, antiviral and antifungal activity are generally
believed to be driven by co-evolution of host and
pathogen and therefore pathogenic agents provide
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some of the strongest selective pressures on human
evolution.29 A proposed role for IL-23 in mucosal
immunity10 thus provides some explanation for the
conservation of IL23A.

It has been suggested that when the immune
response maintained by IL-23 persists in an uncon-
trolled manner, this protein may switch from being
an integral part of the host defense to being a pro-
inflammatory contributor to autoimmune disease.4

Thus, as a key component of the IL-23 complex, we
suggest that IL23A may be vitally important to main-
taining both innate and autoimmune responses.
Although in this study we identify novel DNA vari-
ation at the IL23A locus, we also demonstrate the
highly conserved nature of IL23A, at both amino
acid and predicted regulatory levels. This study

therefore highlights the potential significance of
genetic variants found within this gene locus.
Identifying functional variants, whether they are
common disease associated variants or rare non-
synonymous mutations, may provide key information
in determining a role for IL23A in disease
progression.
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